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The phase of de-Broglie matter waves is a sensitive probe for small forces. In particular, the
attractive van-der-Waals force experienced by polarizable atoms in the close vicinity of neutral
surfaces is of importance in nanoscale systems. It results in a phase shift that can be observed in
matter-wave diraction experiments. Here, we observe Poisson-spot diraction of indium atoms at
sub-millimeter distances behind spherical sub-micron silicon-dioxide particles to probe the dispersion
forces between atoms and the particle surfaces. We compare the measured relative intensity of
Poisson's spot to theoretical results derived from rst principles in an earlier communication and
nd a clear signature of the atom-surface interaction.

Dispersion forces are a subtle phenomenon on a macroscopic scale but are of major importance in nanosystems.
One of the most sensitive techniques used for the study
of the associated interaction potential on a fundamental level is matter-wave diraction. The minute attraction of atoms or molecules to neutral solid surfaces gives
rise to a phase shift in their de-Broglie wave functions,
which can be detected in the resulting diraction patterns. The dominant interaction is often called van-derWaals (vdW) interaction. It was already predicted by
Lennard-Jones [1] in 1932 to be of the form V = −C3 /z 3
for a plane surface. This approximation is expected to
be valid away from a repulsive region at close approach
and a region further o where retardation eects can no
longer be neglected. Depending on the community, the
name CasimirPolder (CP) interaction is used to refer
to the retarded interaction or simply to stress that it is
a force between an atom and a surface. The Poisson
spot (PS) matter-wave diraction [24] reported here is
particularly sensitive to vdW forces in the intermediate
range. The attractive forces result in an enhanced intensity of the on-axis interference spot (PS) in the shadow
cast by a sphere. The enhancement is due to an eective
widening of the Fresnel zones close to the sphere, which
is more pronounced at smaller spheredetector distances
b.
Traditionally, the vdW potential played a key role
in thermal-energy atomsurface scattering [5]. In later
developments diraction and interferometry with articial free-standing gratings have been demonstrated [6
9], yielding precise values for the C3 constants for various rare gas atoms, alkali elements, as well as deuterium molecules at silicon nitride surfaces. Matterwave
diraction is also used to probe interaction potentials be-

tween atoms and molecules [10, 11]. Even in the limit of
atomically thin grating structures the vdW potential has
been shown to substantially aect matter-wave diraction [12]. On the one hand the vdW interaction can be
seen as a hindrance for this reason. This is especially the
case in fundamental diraction experiments that seek for
deviations from the waveparticle duality [13, 14]. The
problem can be partially overcome by the use of gratings
composed of standing light waves [15, 16]. On the other
hand vdW forces are expected to be a major parameter
aecting biomaterials, which can be also studied using
matter-wave diraction [17].
In this article we show that the phase shift due to
the vdW potential can be observed with PS matter-wave
diraction. This is in contrast to previous PS experiments [3, 4] where the vdW potential was not observed.
The dierence is that here we used a more polarizable
eusive beam species, namely indium atoms. Compared
to the previously used deuterium molecules, the static
polarizability of indium is about an order of magnitude
larger. Furthermore, we reduced the detection distance b
(see Fig. 1) at which the spot is observed to the sub-mm
range, in contrast to most atom diraction experiments
where the detection distance is normally of the order of
one meter [18]. This increases the sensitivity to the vdW
potential, since it reduces the width of the Fresnel zone
adjacent to the spherical obstacle. As diraction objects
spherical sub-micron particles composed of silicon dioxide were chosen. The particles can be synthesized [19]
with near-perfect spherical shapes, which is crucial for
the observation of the PS. The perfect geometry facilitates modeling of the vdW potential and diraction with
full detail, which we have performed for the present experiment. We demonstrate that the observed diraction
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Figure 1. (color online) Schematic of the Poisson spot experiment. Indium is evaporated in an eusive oven source
with the indium atoms emanating from an orice in the crucible lid (1 - optical micrograph). They accumulate a phase
shift due to the attractive vdW potential when passing the
spherical sub-micron particles (attached to silver nanowires
on copper grids: 2,3 - scanning electron micrographs), which
are mounted at various detection distances b from a silicon
wafer surface. There the Poisson spot diraction images are
recorded by condensation. Note the deposited indium in inset
2.

intensities match well with theory.
The matter-wave PS diraction experiment was performed in a two-chamber ultra-high-vacuum setup (see
Fig. 1) with a base pressure of 5 × 10−8 mbar. Observation of the PS requires a source of waves with sucient spatial coherence, which was realized here using an
eusive thermal oven source for indium (99.99% purity)
with a laser-drilled nozzle of conical shape ((86±5) µm to
(19±2) µm in diameter, 0.5 mm long). Using two ceramic
heating elements (Momentive) and a type-C thermocouple, the source temperature was kept at Ts = (1746 ± 10)
K. At this temperature, indium has a vapor pressure of
approximately 1850 Pa [20]. With a resulting mean free
path of about 20 µm [21] (assuming a hard-sphere model
and vdW radius 193 pm [22]), a few collisions between
indium atoms while traversing the nozzle are to be expected. However, any eects from a gas-dynamic expansion can be safely neglected. The chamber pressure rose
to as much as 1 × 10−6 mbar during evaporation.
The atomic beam is characterized by a broad speed
distribution [23] of the form α24 v 3 exp(−v 2 /α2 ) with α =
p
p2kB Ts /m and a most probable beam speed of vp =
3/2 α. With Ts from above and the atomic mass of the
indium atoms m = 114.8 u [24], we have obtained vp =
616 m/s and therefore the central de-Broglie wavelength
of the beam can be calculated to be λp = 5.64 × 10−12

m.
Beside high spatial coherence, the surface-corrugation
of the spherical diraction objects is critical in PS diraction. Its height must be signicantly less than that of
the adjacent Fresnel zone wf z [25], which ranges from 3
to 9 nm in the present experiment. This is dicult to
achieve with conventional lithography, which motivated
the following bottom-up approach. We used solutiongrown spherical silica particles [19] as diraction objects
and attached them to silver nanowires (Blue Nano Inc.)
on a standard copper transmission-electron microscopy
(TEM) grid (Plano, 1500 mesh). Details of the preparation procedure are given in the Supplemental material
(SM). The grids were locked into position at distances b
from the silicon wafer piece using laser-cut stainless steel
sheets (0.05 mm thickness) as frames and spacers.
To detect the indium atoms we deposited them onto a
silicon wafer piece (Si-Mat, Si100, n-doped, 10x10 mm2 )
at a distance from the source orice of g + b = (613 ± 3)
mm and subsequently imaged the indium thin lm with
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). To reduce formation of islands during lm growth, we rst deposited subnanometer layers of chrome followed by copper (See SM).
The total time for the indium deposition was 23 h 34
min. The SEM images were recorded with the inlens
detector of a Zeiss (Leo) 1530 electron microscope (5
kV beam energy, 30 µm aperture, 8.4 mm working distance, scan speed 9). We assume a linear relation between the secondary electron count and the thickness
of the indium lm, while possible non-linear contributions due to the lm's morphology or the proximity effect are neglected. Here we report relative intensities
Irel = (I − Ibg )/(I0 − Ibg ), with measured secondary electron count rate per pixel I that includes a background
intensity Ibg and intensity of the unobstructed wavefront
in the detection plane I0 .
The diraction images, with the PS at the center,
recorded for dierent b on the silicon wafer piece are
shown in the SEM images in Fig. 2 together with diraction images computed with (FK+vdW) and without
(FK) the vdW phase shift. The SEM image pixels were
averaged using a Gaussian blur (3x3) matrix lter.
In order to determine the lateral intensity data shown
in Fig. 3 we used a Matlab script that selects two adjacent equally-sized pie sections (see Fig. 2) centered at the
particle shadow from the image, such that the inuence
of the supporting nanowire's shadow is excluded. Each
pie section was then divided into 70 radial intervals of
width 3.6 nm and the average pixel intensity calculated
for each. In order to get the best estimate for the onaxis
intensity, all pixels near the optical axis where assigned to
the innermost interval, lifting the angular restriction for
that interval only. The error bars show an estimate of the
uncertainty, and correspond to ± one standard deviation
of the intensities divided by the square root of 1/9 (estimated auto-correlation) times the number of pixels in
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Figure 2. (color online) Scanning electron micrographs of the
indium lm deposited on the silicon wafer piece. The shadows cast by the silver nanowires and spherical silicon dioxide
particles are visible. Distinct Poisson spots are visible at the
centers of the spherical-particle shadows. The right and left
insets show the corresponding results of the Fresnel-Kirchho
diraction simulation with (FK+vdW) and without (FK) the
phase shift due to vdW forces, respectively. The TEM grid
supporting the wires/particles are mounted at detection distances b = 0.1 mm (a), 0.25 mm (b) and 0.3 mm (c+d). The
diameters of the spheres are (a) 176 nm, (b) 179 nm, (c) 181
nm, (d) 199 nm. The two adjacent pie sections indicated in
each image correspond to the integration areas used for the
lateral intensity data shown in Fig. 3. The scalebar length is
200 nm.

each interval. As a consequence the uncertainties at the
inner intervals with the smallest pixel number (4 − 10)
are comparatively large. The undisturbed intensity of
the wave front could be well estimated from the images.
However, we could not directly measure the background
intensity for the images and have therefore set it by tting the lowest intensity in the shadows to the simulated
diraction patterns (FK+vdW model in Figs. 2 and 3;
for each model separately in Fig. 4).
The rather sharp Poisson spot expected from the models is washed out mainly due to surface diusion, but also
due to vibration, thermal drifts and the limited resolution of the SEM images in the experiment. All of these
accumulate to the reduced slope of the observed shadow
edges. For an accurate comparison between theory and
data, we have thus averaged the on-axis peak intensity in
extended circular regions that include the entire observed
peak in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 24 we compare the diraction data to two
dierent numerical solutions of the Fresnel-Kirchho

Figure 3. (color online) Radial relative intensity extracted
from the ltered SEM images in Fig. 2a-d (data points, for
error bars see text) and images from diraction models by
averaging of the same radial intervals. Shadow shoulders and
central peak of ac are shifted in steps of (10, 0.5) and (50,0.5)
for clarity, respectively. The thick and thin lines are the result
of the diraction model taking and not taking into account a
vdW potential, respectively, using the expected distribution
of de-Broglie wavelengths. The models include the blocking
eect of the supporting wires (30 nm width in (a), in bd the
wire was assumed to be tangential to the sphere), but neglect
surface corrugation. The thin pink lines in (c) and (d) show
the FK+vdW model for a monochromatic beam at the central
wavelength using the above averaging intervals and parallel to
the wire's axis without averaging, respectively.

diraction integral for each particle/wire shadow. One
simulation (FK+vdW model) includes a phase shift due
to the vdW potential from the interaction with the sphere
(the vdW interaction with the wire is disregarded in both
models)while the other (FK model) does not. Details of
the models for the PS intensity have been published before [2527]. The potential was calculated for all sphere
sizes and atomic distances in [26], where it was shown
that for the present experiment it is sucient to use what
is there termed the large sphere, non-retarded approximation resulting in a phase shift given by:
√
C3 3π R
√
for a  R
(1)
∆ϕvdW (a) ≈
2~v 2 2a5/2
where R is the sphere radius, a is the distance from the
sphere's surface and C3 ≈ 9.77 × 10−50 Jm3 as calculated
from the indium polarizibility and silicon dioxide permittivity [26]. The sphere radii were determined from the
average diameters of the shadows. Here we have additionally accounted for the broad speed (wavelength) distribution of the atomic beam. To this end, the diraction
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to be included to reach a more detailed conclusion.
The simulation data shown in Figs. 2 and 3 assume
smooth spheres (without surface corrugation). Since,
modeling of a peaktopeak surface corrugation σcorr of
the spheres directly in the diraction integral is computationally expensive, we estimate
 its eect in Fig. 4 by
2 π σcorr
using the factor cos 2 wf z for the resulting attenu-

Figure 4. (color online) Averaged relative intensity within 20
nm of shadow center for the models with (top panel, dotted line) and without (bottom panel, dotted line) taking the
vdW interaction into account. The diraction images of the
onaxis spot were computed for b in steps of 0.01 mm at
the central wavelength. The small (less than 10%) eect of
the wavelength spread was corrected for by extrapolating the
relative correction known exactly at the experiment's b values within each b range. For the data points we averaged
over the same regions but using the SEM images in Fig. 2
(See SM). The relative intensities are adapted for the diering
shadow minima in the two models. The estimated reduced intensities due to surface corrugation of 1.5 nm, as determined
from atomic-force-microscopy (See SM), are indicated using
continuous lines. Within the indicated b ranges the specic
sphere and wire parameters associated with the data points
have been used. The data points clearly correspond better to
the model taking vdW interactions into account.

patterns for atomic speeds v ranging from 16 m/s to 1231
m/s (31 m/s to 1201 m/s)  about twice the full width
at half maximum (FWHM)  at intervals of 15 m/s (30
m/s) were evaluated for the FK (FK+vdW) model and
then the average taken, weighted according to the speed
distribution. In Fig. 3c the result of a monochromatic
beam at λp and of a beam with the speed distribution
noted above are compared. As expected Irel of the PS
are nearly identical and oscillations at the shadow's edge
are nearly washed out. In Fig. 3d we additionally show
that some of the fringes in the shadow match well with
the monochromatic FK+vdW model without interval averaging (pink line). This would suggest that the beam's
speed distribution was more narrow. However, since the
features stem from diraction with the supporting wire
(see SM) its vdW interaction with the atoms would have

ation of Irel on-axis [25] in both models as a function of
b.
The comparison of averaged on-axis intensities shown
in Fig. 4 reveal a clear signature of the vdW phase shifts.
In particular the data points of (c) and (d) in Fig. 4 are
not compatible with the model disregarding vdW interactions. The lm deposited on the spheres (about 5 nm)
likely increased surface corrugation during the experiment, further reducing the expected intensities. However, the metallic layer increases the strength of the vdW
potential counteracting the latter eect from corrugation [26].
We cannot exclude the existence of charges on the surface of the silica spheres. However, we expect that the
phase shift from charges would be orders of magnitude
stronger than the relatively small vdW phase shift, and
therefore simply wash out the PS. This is a possible explanation for the fact that we did not observe the spot
in all particle shadows.
Studying the eect of various types of surface functionalization of the silica spheres on the vdW potential is an
interesting prospect. Such studies could provide important input for the improvement of matter-wave diractive
optics via vdW phase shifts [2830].
Finally, an exciting aspect of the experiment is the
question of whether the quantum nature of the silica
spheres themselves aects the diraction experiment.
The diraction of an indium atom results in a transfer of
momentum to the shadow-casting sphere, and it is thus
required that this momentum be within the momentum
uncertainty of the sphere [12]. If this was not the case,
the recoil of the sphere could be measured in principle,
and reveal which-way information about the path taken
by the indium atom, causing decoherence. While in fareld single-slit diraction experiments the recoil momentum will be of the order ∆p ≈ h/a, where h is Planck's
constant and a the slit width [31], in the present experiment atoms appearing at the shadow's center must have
received a momentum kick of ∆p ≈ h/(2λb/d). An uncertainty of the position of the sphere of about 6 nm or
less, considering the b = 0.1 mm diraction image, would
ensure that the transferred momentum is within the momentum uncertainty of the sphere. This is certainly the
case here. However, in the future cavity-based groundstate cooling of levitated nanospheres [3235] may suciently reduce momentum uncertainty, enabling the measurement of the sphere's recoil for each passing atom.
In the present experiment we have observed Poisson's
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diraction spot with indium atoms in the shadow of dielectric spheres at sub-mm detection distances. We show
that the relative intensity of Poisson's spot is increased
due to the phase-shifting vdW potential between sphere
and atom. The diraction simulation corresponds well
to the experimental data. Further reduction of the effects that laterally diuse Poisson's spot would increase
sensitivity to the vdW interaction and thus open the possibility of measuring vdW phase shifts for many materials
relevant in nano systems.
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